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00C - SIMONE AUBREE
Once there was another Sun and another
Moon; a diﬀerent Sun and a diﬀerent Moon
from the ones we see now. Sol was the
name of that Sun and Mani was the name
of that Moon. But always behind Sol and
Mani wolves went, a wolf behind each. The
wolves caught on them at last and they devoured Sol and Mani. And then the world
was in darkness and cold. In those times
the Gods lived, Odin and Thor, Hödur and
Baldur, Tyr and Heimdall, Vidar and Vali,
as well as Loki, the doer of good and the
doer of evil. And the beautiful Goddesses
were living then, Frigga, Freya, Nanna, Iduna, and Sif. But in the days when the Sun
and Moon were destroyed the Gods were
destroyed too—all the Gods except Baldur
who had died before that time, Vidar and
Vali, the sons of Odin, and Modi and Magni, the sons of Thor.
Packed with action, intrigue, trickery, and
love, A Child's Introduction to Norse
Mythology acquaints kids with the original
North Germanic and Scandinavian folklore
behind characters like Thor and Loki, plus
other gods, goddesses, giants, dwarves,
and more. The newest book in the bestselling, award-winning A Child's Introduction series explores the popular and captivating world of Norse mythology. Organized into two parts, part one introduces
characters like Odin, the leader of the
Norse gods; Thor and his mighty hammer
Mjollner; Frigg, weaver of the destinies of
humans and gods; frost and ﬁre giants;
cunning dwarves like Brokk and Eitri; and
many more. Part two tells the stories of
the suspenseful myths themselves including The Creation of the Cosmos, The Aesir-Vanir War, Loki Bound, Thor's Hammer
and many more. Full of charming and witty
illustrations from Meredith Hamilton, a
Norse name pronunciation guide, and a removable Norse Family Tree, A Child's Introduction to Norse Mythology is the perfect
way for kids to learn the historic stories behind today's popular mythical characters.
"There are two sides to every story. You've
heard Thor's -- now it's time to hear Loki's.
Odin's least favorite son rewrites Asgar-

dian lore from his perspective! Loki's insatiable lust for power, his conﬂicted sentiments toward Sif, his antipathy toward
Balder, and the deep-seated feelings of
longing and resentment toward his older
brother, Thor, and uncaring father, Odin,
will take on new meaning"--P. [4] of cover.
From the Thorsdrapa to the Marvel Thor
and Avengers movies, Odin, the dark and
mysterious lord of Valhalla, looms over all
of the ancient tales of the Vikings. With his
brothers, he formed the world from the
body of a giant and then went on to seek
greater wisdom by sacriﬁcing himself on a
tree and trading one of his eyes with a
witch. With this vast wisdom, he sits upon
his throne, peering into the nine worlds,
seeking anything that might threaten his
people. He rides over the battles of mortal
men, deciding who shall live and die, and
collecting worthy souls to come and feast
in his hall until the war at the end of time.
This book retells the greatest of Odin's stories, and then places those stories within
their historical and mythological context. It
follows the ﬁgure of Odin through the centuries, showing how diﬀerent times and cultures reinterpreted him, and explores the
reasons why he remains such a popular
ﬁgure today.
Eleven-year-old Gabriel, with the help of
the young raven Paladin, which whom he
has a magical bond, travels to the foreboding land of Aviopolis, where he must face
challenges and unanswerable riddles to
rescue his long-missing father.
A vivid retelling of Norse mythology that
explores these legendary stories and their
signiﬁcance and inﬂuence on the Viking
world. Valhalla and its pantheon of gods
and heroes have always fascinated readers, whether it is how these tales illuminate the Viking world or inﬂuence cultural
touchstones like J. R. R. Tolkien, whose Middle Earth is heavily indebted to Germanic
and Norse mythology, as well as Hollywood and comic-culture. In Tales of Valhalla, the Whittocks have dramatically retold
these rich stories and sets them in context
within the wider Viking world. Including
both myths—stories, usually religious,

which explain origins, why things are as
they are, the nature of the spiritual—and
legends—stories which attempt to explain
historical events and which may involve
historical characters but which are told in
a non-historical way and which often include supernatural events—Tales from Valhalla is an accessible and lively volume
that brings these hallmarks of world literature to a new generation.
Retells thirty-two Scandinavian myths that
have intrigued countless generations with
stories of gods, giants, dwarfs, and monsters involved in the creation, development, and ultimate destruction of nine
mortal and divine worlds
Heimdall is among the most loved of the
Norse gods. Heimdall was given the important task of guarding Asgard, the home of
the gods. With his sword, his trumpet Giallar-horn, and his horse Gull-top, Heimdall
keep out the Frost Giants. The myth of
Heimdall is retold in this brilliantly illustrated Norse myth. Short Tales is an imprint of
Magic Wagon, a division of ABDO Publishing Group. Grades 1-4.
Welcome to the Realm of Norse Mythology! *****SECOND EDITION*****Free bonus
inside! (Right After Conclusion) - Get limited time oﬀer, Get your BONUS right NOW!
Do you know what Norse mythology is?Are
you interested in learning more about it at
a beginner's level?Would you like to expand your horizons when it comes to your
mythologies? Norse mythology is a belief
system that was created by the Scandinavians or Vikings, which was adopted by
many other settlements in their area. It depicted the gods and goddesses as beings
who were hard warriors and able to take
on dragons and serpents and was overall a
very warrior-oriented belief system. However, the people of that time were not as
violent and brutal as most would like to believe. They were viliﬁed by the other religions of the era so that those religions
would not lose followers.So are you interested in learning about people who were
not quite what many people paint them
as, and learn more about the creation of
the world through the Norse belief system,
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then take a peek inside this book! Not only
is the Norse world unlike any other world
you'll read about in the history books, it's
packed full of interesting tidbits that you
might recognize from stories and movies
you've seen recently.You'll ﬁnd a lot of useful information in this book pertaining to
Norse mythology, such as: The creation of
the world through Norse eyes, beginning
with the death of Ymir and the birth of the
sun and moon. Plus, an explanation of day
and night, and the birth of Ask and Embla.
You'll also ﬁnd out information about the
Tree of Life or Yggdrasil, and how the
three Norns play a large role in Norse
mythology. Next, you'll read about the
nine diﬀerent worlds of Yggdrasil and
where they are located on the Tree of Life.
You'll also ﬁgure out who lives in those
worlds and who rules them. Then you'll
read about the gods and goddesses and
how they interact with one another. What
wouldn't be a book on Norse mythology
without an explanation of the mythical
creatures of Yggdrasil and the other deities who rule there? Finally, you'll learn
about the end of the world as the Norse followers believed it was going to be, but I
think you'll be surprised by what they foretell as the future after the end of the world
has come. And much more is contained
within this book! I hope you are ready for a
wild ride through the Norse mythology belief system and the intriguing way that the
Vikings viewed the world. It has been a
backdrop for many movies and books
ﬁlmed and written, and it is sure to be the
muse for many more writers. This mythology has a plethora of stories and gods and
goddesses to follow for there to be much
more in the future.So if you're ready to
start reading about Norse mythology, then
hang onto your book and get ready for an
awesome ride! Scroll up and grab a copy
of this eBook today! ***Limited Edition***
Download your copy today!
Join us on seven diﬀerent wild adventures
as we explore some of history's most popular story myths in Greek and Norse mythology. These pages provide young readers
with easy to comprehend stories of exciting tales of old. While the stories of ancient gods and goddesses are often full of
adventure, riveting story lines, and sometimes inappropriate subject matter for
younger students, this book has taken the
best elements of the story while editing
out some of the scandalous material.
There is a nice mix of entertainment and
historical context.This book is divided into
two parts. Part one introduces some of the
main characters in Greek mythology and
the subsequent myths that follow. Part two
is all about Norse mythology.
Curated new Myths and Tales. Lively, stark
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and formidable, the imagery of Norse
mythology storms through this classic collection. The ﬁerce glory of Odin, Frey, Loki
and their fellow gods of Asgard are featured here with all the great adventures,
from Yggdrasil, the Tree of Life, to the endings of Ragnarok. And from the fabled
Bifrost to the forging of Thor’s hammer,
each Viking legend is riven with a vitality
that speaks to us still. The latest title in
Flame Tree's beautiful, comprehensive series of Gothic Fantasy titles, concentrates
on the ancient, epic origins of modern fantasy.
THE oldest stories of every race of people
tell about the Beginning ofThings. But the
various folk who ﬁrst told them were so
very diﬀerent, the tales areso very old,
and have changed so greatly in the telling
from one generation toanother, that there
are almost as many accounts of the way in
which the worldbegan as there are nations
upon the earth. So it is not strange that
the people of theNorth have a legend of
the Beginning quite diﬀerent from that of
the Southern, Eastern, and Western
folk.This book is made of the stories told
by the Northern folk, -the people who
livein the land of the midnight sun, where
summer is green and pleasant, but winter
isa terrible time of cold and gloom; where
rocky mountains tower like huge giants,
over whose heads the thunder rolls and
crashes, and under whose feet are mines
ofprecious metals. Therefore you will ﬁnd
the tales full of giants and dwarfs, -spiritsof the cold mountains and dark cav
Odin Allfather, the king of Asgard is constantly seeking to gain more knowledge.
His thirst for wisdom is never satisﬁed,
and he travels the world trying to learn the
mysteries of life. His adventures, full of action and humor, take him to foreign lands
where he steals the mead of poetry, learns
the runes and drinks from the sacred well
of Udr, deep under the world tree Yggdrasil. Odin becomes the wisest being in
the world, but is this wisdom enough to
change the fate that awaits him in Ragnarok?
A beautifully illustrated and compelling collection of more than 30 ancient Norse
myths for children. Exciting stories, extraordinary creatures, and compelling
gods, goddesses, and heroes come together in this compendium of Norse myths--ﬁrst told long ago by the Vikings. Perfect for children ages 7 to 9, this collection
contains more than 30 enthralling new
retellings. Read about Thor, the god of
thunder and how he once disguised himself as a bride to seek revenge on a giant
and retrieve his powerful hammer, Mjolnir;
and how Sif, the goddess of fertility, had

her long golden hair cut oﬀ by Loki, the
trickster god. Each myth is told with
thrilling immediacy, in language that is
easy for children to understand, while retaining the awe, majesty, and intrigue of
the original tales. Stunning illustrations by
multi-award-winning artist Katie Ponder
breathe new life into each story. Additional
feature pages delve deeper into the mythical world, providing proﬁles of the featured gods and goddesses and giving the
context behind the myths. The reference
section provides key background information, such as Norse cosmology and facts
about the incredible Norse characters, and
comes complete with a pronunciation eguide. Norse Myths is the perfect gift, featuring foil on the cover and beautiful illustrations throughout. Children will love exploring the tales by themselves or as bedtime stories. This stunning ebook will be
treasured forever.
The Caldecott medal-winning d'Aulaires
once again captivate their young audience
with this beautifully illustrated introduction
to Norse legends, telling stories of Odin
the All-father, Thor the Thunder-god and
the theft of his hammer, Loki the
mischievous god of the Jotun Race, and
Ragnarokk, the destiny of the gods. Children meet Bragi, the god of poetry, and
the famous Valkyrie maidens, among
other gods, goddesses, heroes, and giants.
Illustrations throughout depict the wondrous other world of Norse folklore and its
fantastical Northern landscape.
"This book is made of the stories told by
the Northern folk,-the people who live in
the land of the midnight sun, where summer is green and pleasant, but winter is a
terrible time of cold and gloom; where
rocky mountains tower like huge giants,
over whose heads thunder rolls and crashes, and under whose feet are mines of precious metals."--p.1-2.
Retells the myths known by the Vikings,
featuring such ﬁgures as Odin, Tyr, Thor,
and Frigg.
#1 New York Times bestselling author Neil
Gaiman and Eisner Award-winning comics
legend P. Craig Russell breathe new life into the ancient Norse stories by taking readers through the creation of the Nine
Worlds to the epic origin and adventures
of Thor, Odin, and Loki all the way to the
end of lifeÑ Ragnarok. Explore the origins
of poetryÑgood and badÑin this tale of malicious dwarfs, suspicious giants, and the
wise god Kvasir, whose eventual fate leads
to the creation of a powerful mead that
many will ﬁght and die for. Faithfully adapted from the original novel! ''Remarkable. .
. . Gaiman has provided an enchanting contemporary interpretation of the Viking
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ethos.''ÐThe Atlantic
The Wanderer's Hávamál features Jackson
Crawford’s complete, carefully revised English translation of the Old Norse poem Hávamál, newly annotated for this volume, together with facing original Old Norse text
sourced directly from the Codex Regius
manuscript. Rounding out the volume are
Crawford’s classic Cowboy Hávamál and
translations of other related texts central
to understanding the character, wisdom,
and mysteries of Óðinn (Odin). Portable
and reader-friendly, it makes an ideal companion for both lovers of Old Norse mythology and those new to the wisdom of this
central Eddic poem wherever they may
ﬁnd themselves.
Coinciding with the new Rick Riordan Magnus Chase series and the Marvel Age of Ultron DVD, featuring Thor, comes a new
look at Asgard and the timeless tales of ancient Scandinavia. Classic stories and dazzling illustrations of gods, goddesses,
heroes and monsters come to life in a stunning tableau of Norse myths, including
those of the thunder god Thor, the oneeyed god and Allfather Odin, and the trickster god Loki. The lyrical storytelling of
award-winning author Donna Jo Napoli dramatizes the timeless tales of ancient Scandinavia. This book is the third in the trilogy
that includes the popular National Geographic Treasury of Greek Mythology and
National Geographic Treasury of Egyptian
Mythology.
"Featuring timeless stories from such countries as Iceland, Norway, and Denmark,
this is your entryway into the magical
world of Scandinavian folklore. With vividly
detailed illustrations that pair with each
myth, you'll feel like you are defending Asgard on the battleﬁeld with the almighty
Odin, shape-shifting from a snake to a
hawk with the trickster Loki, slaying dragons with the brave Sigurd, and much
more. Follow these engaging Norse mythology legends, and learn everything there is
to know about the tall tales of the Norse"-The stories of Thor, Odin and Loki are familiar to most of us. Many people know
that the Norse gods fought against giants
and were ultimately betrayed by Loki the
trickster. The end of the world and the
death of the gods in a grim battle called
Ragnarok has also found its way into popular culture. Ideas taken from Norse mythology are frequently found in modern fantasy and science ﬁction – such as elves,
dwarfs and undead warriors rising from an
unquiet grave, for example. Norse mythology is rich in adventure and ideas about creation, death and the afterlife. Norse Myths
takes a wide-ranging approach, examining
the creation stories of the Norse world, the
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monsters and the pantheons of the deities,
including such ﬁgures as Heimdall, Freya
and Baldr. It looks at the sagas and the
Prose and Poetic Eddas, which tell of real
and imagined people, featuring both heroic tales and humorous escapades. The
book also examines how Norse myths
were interpreted in a Christianized Europe
and how their motifs inﬂuenced medieval
German writers and, in turn, were used in
the modern world in very diﬀerent ways,
by the likes of composer Richard Wagner
and in the writings of J.R.R. Tolkien. Illustrated with 180 colour and black-&-white
artworks and illustrations, Norse Myths is
an engaging and highly informative exploration of a rich mythology that still resounds today.
The extraordinary companion title to the
critically-acclaimed Norse Myths: Tales of
Odin, Thor and Loki, from a Carnegie Medal-winning author. Enter an ancient world
of green glades and glaciers, where gods
and goddesses spread their magic whilst
rock-giants and mountain-trolls roam. This
astonishing new collection of Norse tales
from the award-winning Kevin Crossley-Holland - with Jeﬀrey Alan Love's arresting illustrations - will enthral readers of all
ages.
An exhilarating introduction to the vivid, violent, boisterous world of the Norse myths
and their cultural legacy—from Tolkien to
Game of Thrones The Norse Myths presents the infamous Viking gods, from the
mighty Asyr, led by Ó?inn, and the mysterious Vanir, to Thor and the mythological
cosmos they inhabit. Passages translated
from Old Norse bring this legendary world
to life, from the myths of creation to ragnarök, the prophesied end of the world at
the hands of Loki’s army of monsters and
giants, and everything that comes in between: the long and problematic relationship between the gods and the giants, the
(mis)adventures of human heroes and
heroines, with their family feuds, revenges, marriages, and murders; and the
interaction between the gods and mortals.
Photographs and drawings show a range
of Norse sites, objects, and characters,
from Viking ship burials to dragons on
runestones. Dr. Carolyne Larrington describes the Norse myths’ origins in preChristian Scandinavia and Iceland, and
their survival in archaeological artifacts
and written sources, from Old Norse sagas
and poems to the less-approving accounts
of medieval Christian writers. She traces
their inﬂuences into the work of Wagner,
William Morris, and J. R. R. Tolkien, and
even Game of Thrones in the resurrection
of the Fimbulvetr, or “Mighty Winter."
In a dramatic companion volume to Norse
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Myths, a Carnegie Medal winner revisits an
ancient world of magic, mythology, and
mountain trolls. Step back into a sweeping
landscape of green glades and glaciers
where dwarves, frost giants, and ghosts
roam and where gods and goddesses work
their magic for Middle Earth, sometimes
crossing the great rainbow bridge to come
to the aid of humans. Five gripping new
tales by Kevin Crossley-Holland plumb
Norse mythology as never before, while
Jeﬀrey Alan Love's illustrations give the
epic ﬁgures bold new life. Eerie, lyrical,
and arresting, this must-have companion
book to Norse Myths: Tales of Odin, Thor,
and Loki is the ideal gift for fantasy and
mythology fans as well as newcomers to
Viking lore.
A retelling of the Norse sagas about Odin,
Freya, Thor, Loki and the other gods and
goddesses who lived in Asgard before the
dawn of history.
Tyr was the bravest and boldest of the
Norse gods. As the god of battle and justice, he was known by all to keep his word
at all costs. The story of Tyr's honorable
battle with the wolf beast Fenrir is retold in
this brilliantly illustrated Norse myth. Short
Tales is an imprint of Magic Wagon, a division of ABDO Publishing Group. Grades
1-4.
The Norse Myths takes us on a thrilling
journey through the Norse cosmos, from
the creation of the world to Ragnarok, the
ﬁnal world-destroying conﬂict; via the Nine
Worlds, and the exploits of the mighty
gods and goddesses - mystical Odin, malicious Loki, mighty Thor and more - and
their quarrel with the giants.
An abundantly illustrated history of fantasy art, from the Old Masters to the present
"Discover Norse mythology through the enthralling exploits of all-powerful Odin,
mighty Thor, and the trickster Loki."--Front
jacket ﬂap.
Myths & Legends. The Vikings and their
norse gods fought a constant battle with
nature. Their landscape, with its stark
mountains and long nights created a particularly rough mythology, with profound contrasts and unforgettable heroes: Odin,
Thor and Loki are just some of the familiar
characters that maintain an inﬂuence over
us today through movies, TV series and
comics, to great ﬁction and epic poetry.
This fabulous new book oﬀers all the main
tales with an introduction to the characters and the land that inspired them.
FLAME TREE 451: From mystery to crime,
supernatural to horror and myth, fantasy
and science ﬁction, Flame Tree 451 oﬀers
a healthy diet of werewolves and mechanical men, blood-lusty vampires, dastardly
villains, mad scientists, secret worlds, lost
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civilizations and escapist fantasies. Discover a storehouse of tales gathered speciﬁcally for the reader of the fantastic.
Retro but modern. This is the new trend,
the new way, the new form of illustration
created by the new generation. "New
retro", a combination of the word "New"
and "Retrospective", is a newly coined
phrase meaning "appreciating and enjoying something old while reimagining it into
something modern." This book introduces
40 up-and-coming illustrators working in
this "new retro" style. Through the 300 illustrations showcased in this one book,
readers can appreciate and enjoy retro culture, items and motifs reimagined and
transformed into something new. Retro culture, along with items such as 80s/90s
fashion, neon lights, old Japanese anime/movies, and retro items like cassette tapes
and Polaroid cameras, are now being reappraised by younger generations, who did
not experience them in real time. The
"New Retro" artistic movement, which began as a new and cool subculture before
sparking a trend that took oﬀ in Japan in
the late 2000s, has now become an established genre among illustrators and continues to inﬂuence and attract many creators
in the industry with its magical appeal.
This "New Retro" wave in the art, music
and fashion industries in Japan brings a
somewhat retro but also modern and
trendy feel to popular culture. This collection gathers together the most notable
New Retro artists and their works to give
readers the most up-to-date, cutting-edge
collection of this unique style, and will surely be an important reference book for
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those who want to appreciate and enjoy
the essence of these updated and reimagined retro motifs.
These stories are old, old as the Behmer
Wold and seldom in life has there been
such a brewing... Cycles of Norse Mythology captures the passion, cruelty, and heroism of an ancient world. Encompassing Odin’s relentless pursuit of wisdom across
the nine worlds, Gullveig’s malicious death
at the hands of the Æsir that sparks a brutal war with the Vanir, Thor’s battles
against the giants of Jotunheim, the
tragedy of Volund, the many devious
machinations of Loki, and the inescapable
events of Ragnarök, this lyrical re-imagining of the Norse myths presents the gripping adventures of the Norse gods and
their foes in a style to delight modern readers of all ages. A detailed glossary provides a quick reference to the meaning behind names and terms used in the book. A
Source Reference is included for persons
who want to delve deeper into the study of
Norse mythology.
The myths and legends of the Norsemen
have entertained both old and young alike
for hundreds of years. This fascinating collection contains stories retold from the Icelandic Eddas, the principal sources of
knowledge of Norse mythology, and the Sagas of the ancient world of the Vikings. Following the deeds of the powerful Norse
gods, such as Odin, Thor and Loki, and
ﬁlled with a host of fantastic creatures and
objects containing magical properties, the
tales in Norse Mythology will conjure up a
world of heroism and romance that will en-

thrall readers.
Synopsis coming soon.......
Lively, stark and formidable, the imagery
of Norse mythology storms through this
classic collection. The ﬁerce glory of Odin,
Thor, Frey, Loki and their fellow gods of Asgard are featured here with all the great
adventures, from Yggdrasil, the Tree of
Life, to Ragnarok. Each Viking legend is riven with a vitality that speaks to us still.
This fascinating new book reveals the origins of the Vikings—from Thor and Leif
Erikson to Loki and the Valkyries—and the
tales that have inﬂuenced our own lives.
For thousands of years, Vikings have held
a storied place in our culture—their distinct appearance, their mighty longships,
their reputation for causing death and destruction. But who were these strange and
mysterious folk? The Book of Viking Myths
retells the stories of the Viking people,
with myths of their gods and goddesses,
monsters, and great heroes. From tales of
the beautiful and powerful Freyja, to the
gold-toothed Heimdallr, to the wolf Fenrir,
Peter Archer explores all the ﬁgures and
tales that make up Norse mythology.
Along with these legends of seafaring,
dwarves, giants, and the exploits of Thor,
you will also discover the inﬂuences that
Viking culture has had on our own lives.
It’s a true exploration of Nordic culture—and a glimpse into the history and
lore of these fabled Nordic warriors.
A collection of the myths of the Norsemen,
containing stories of the gods Odin, Thor,
Loki, Njord, Frey, and the others of the Aesir.
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